BOOK REVIEWS

The Organized Lawyer
Feeling organizationally challenged? Wishing those stacks of files
and loose papers would magically disappear from your office —
especially if a client happens to need to sit where the pile is
currently stacked? Well, I’ve got good news and bad news for you.
The good news is that Kelly Lynn Anders’ new book, The Organized
Lawyer, is a tool that may help those who tend towards the messy.
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The bad news is that the clean up isn’t
going to do itself no matter how many
books your read. But having a little
assistance in getting started may be just
what you need.
So where to start in this process? Ms.
Anders suggests that you first analyze
what type of paper piler you really are.
Are you a “stacker,” which is someone
who piles things into specific stacks that
are organized in a manner only discernable by the stacker? Or maybe you’re a
“spreader,” which is someone whose
office may resemble that of a “stacker,”
but with a less rigid (and less workable)
piling system. Or maybe you’re just an
old fashioned “packrat” who can’t let go
of anything. A quick 10-question quiz
will help you figure this out, and whatever your style of messiness, Ms. Anders
has a regimen for you.
So what are some of the solutions?
This may shock you, but the first mode
of attack is to clear your desk — but not
in the way you’re thinking. Clearly Ms.
Anders has some experience with the
chronically messy because she knows
that letting go of the “stuff” that clutters
up a space is as much an emotional issue
as it is a physical one. Her solution? Put
a box in the floor next to your desk, and
place everything except your computer,
your writing instrument, and your telephone in the box, using small plastic
bags to hold groups of small things like
paper clips. Then very carefully and
thoughtfully replace on the desk only
those things that must be there to func-

tion efficiently, leaving the box at your
side like an emotionally supportive best
friend. Once you’ve made this change for
a comfortable period of time, you can
progress by throwing out (or recycling)
anything in the box that you’ve realized
you just don’t need. This procedure is
then repeated for all your desk and
credenza drawers.
What are some other good tips? Here
are a few:
Use different colored folders to
organize your physical files (in my
divorce practice, debts are filed in
red folders and assets are filed in
green ones, while all other subfiles
are plain old manila).
Establish a routine for doing your
billing if you can’t make yourself
enter it in real time, such as keeping
a small notepad beside your phone
and jotting your time entry on it in
real time, thus eliminating the possibility of lost time.
If you work from home or use
alternative offices, keep a portable
office prepared and organized so that
time isn’t wasted looking for what
you need.
Apply all these same principles to
your electronic files, including your
e-mail.
And last but not least, none of this
will work if you don’t maintain what
you’ve started, which may be the
toughest part.
Continued on page 34
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lawyer for humming the Twilight Zone
theme (Doo dah Doo dah, Doo, dah,
Doo, dah!) during a divorce hearing.
Now folks, that’s news you can use.
Do not, repeat, do not hum the Twilight
Zone theme song in court. It’s not only
bad form, you could find yourself
before the Tennessee Board of
Professional Responsibility.
Ever on the e-cutting edge, Waller,
Lansden, Dortch & Davis in Nashville
now regularly e-publishes
www.younglawyersblog.com, featuring
posts of particular interest to young
lawyers. For example, so help me, on
May 7, www.younglawyersblog.com had
the following post: “Breaking News:
‘Saggy Pants’ Granted a Reprieve.” The
post breathlessly announced that
Tennessee Attorney General Bob Cooper
had just released an opinion about a
proposed bill that would make it a Class
C Misdemeanor in Tennessee to “knowingly wear pants below the person’s
waistline in a public place in a manner
that exposes the person’s underwear or
bare buttocks.”
The post went on to give young
lawyer readers the news that Attorney
General Cooper had “opined that this
proposed bill is too vague regarding what
the law prohibits, and it does not provide
specific guidance for law enforcement.”
This was no doubt great news to
young lawyers across the state who like to
walk around their law firm wearing their
pants below their waistline, exposing
their underwear or their bare buttocks.
Frankly, if I ever see a young associate of our firm walking down the
hallway exposing his bare buttocks, I
will no doubt immediately hum the
theme from The Twilight Zone.
But the really cool lawyers across the
state aren’t just blogging.They are now
tweeting! Legal consumers can now sign
up to follow the Twitter updates of the
Ferraris Law Group in Knoxville, and
Attorney Justin Hosie of Chambliss,
Bahner & Stophel in Chattanooga is regularly tweeting consumer finance updates.
Let’s just hope that tweeting Tennessee
lawyers don’t start posting “tweets”
throughout the day giving us vital short
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messages such as the following:
Just got out of the shower. Headed
for the office! LOL!
Arrived at work a few minutes ago.
Unfortunately, old geezer senior partner
reprimanded me for my saggy pants.
Now in court in divorce hearing.
Opposing counsel is humming theme
from Twilight Zone. Guess I must report
him to disciplinary board. LOL!

Well, I could go on and on (and

on) about tweeting and blogging
lawyers, but this column has far
exceeded 140 characters.
Suffice to say if you want to read
more (and when I say more, I mean
more), check out www.billhaltom.com.
In my impartial opinion, it is the best
blog now found in the Tennessee legal
blogosphere. LOL!
BILL HALTOM is a partner with the Memphis
firm of Thomason, Hendrix, Harvey, Johnson &
Mitchell. He is past president of the Tennessee
Bar Association and is a past president of the
Memphis Bar Association. Read more of his
stuff at www. billhaltom.com.

Book Review continued from page 31
But the payoff is a good one if you
can stick with it — you can set aside
worries about clients misinterpreting
what a messy office means, satisfaction
abounds from the control you’ve gotten
over your physical practice, and those

who pick up files behind you will sing
your praises
The exceedingly organized C. SUZANNE
LANDERS is the senior lawyer at The Landers
Firm in Memphis, which focuses solely on the
litigation and mediation of family law issues.
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